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Roll-Call
Clue answers produce surnames whose corresponding given names form
grid entries. The enumerations given are those of the surnames. Most of the
definitions are relevant to the person concerned, but six of the answers use
unrelated definitions.
Across

1

1 In court, she slams
rapper before start of
suit (8)

2

3

4
7

10

4 Did he make list, thus
evacuating core left in
trouble? (9)

5

6

8

9

11

12

13

10 Tailless bird, flying
backwards, is danger
at sea (4)
14

11 Perhaps vendor's table
nearest to entrance
offers beefcake (8)

15

16

17

18
20

12 Chap
circumnavigating
entirely round Earth?
(8)

19

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

13 Object in sky by end
of dark is all too clear
(5)
28

14 Side with one former
NBA star (7)
16 Room No. 19 for sixtime Oscar nominee
(6)
20 Ordinary folk
adopting new family
apparently better
placed than them? (5)
21 Bombay-born writer's
piece about his
national Twenty20
tournament (7)
24 Base hiding Navy
regiment's Trident
carrier? (6)
26 Author of short
stories may be
forgetting book (9)
28 Fly to sting
Hollywood vedette
(7)
29 Leaves, consumed by
polite denial that's
rebuffed thesp (10)

29

30

abandon criminal
psychosexual
intellectual (6)
Down
1 Draws airmen with
upstanding
personality (7)
2 Wrongly advise
Deptford novelist (6)
3 Folkabilly singer's
grand guitar phrase
dominates jazzy hit
(8)
5 Foxhunter (et al)
willingly eats dodo
(7)

30 Receiver's half shot
by this lawman... (4)

6 Undoubtedly
outspoken bandleader
(4)

31 ...as cops somehow

7 Out of first pair of

31

Argentinians, I led
Hotspur's midfield (7)
8 Wife - she was named
Louisa May - a great
all-rounder for the WI
(7)
9 "Yes-man"
ambassador with
record (4)
15 Red chipmunk (in
translation) who
crooned to be
released? (11)
17 Did contents of crazy
Cinzano cocktail
cause this Italian
chemist to react? (10)
18 Shoots, but surely not
with these? (6)
19 He explored nearly
half of Arctic country,

largely ignoring its
interior (6)
22 First then third in
natation, a gold in
swimming - that's
only part of her CV!
(9)
23 Detective at start of
70's assigned to ...
LAPD? (9)
25 Throw in app free?
She investigated on
screen (10)
27 "Complicated" artist's
leaving ground (7)

